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ABSTRACT

ELECTRO-THERMAL MODEL

We introduce the coupling of three-dimensional transient electro-thermal interconnect simulations with intrinsic thermo-mechanical stress solutions. In order to
study the development of local thermal stresses we use
a ﬁnite element simulator for the investigation of complex layered interconnect structures at diﬀerent operating conditions. The obtained local stress, temperature
distribution, the current density, and the potential distribution represent the complete input data for accurate
electromigration analysis.

The three-dimensional electro-thermal problem with
self-heating for three dimensions is described by the heat
conduction equation, the power loss equation, and the
Laplace equation [7], [8]
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γT denotes the material speciﬁc thermal conductivity, γE the electrical conductivity, ρ the electrical power
loss density, cp the speciﬁc heat, and ρm the mass density.
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INTRODUCTION

The steady enhancements of state-of-the-art integrated circuit designs have shown that interconnect structures are becoming a dominant factor for determining
the system performance. Interconnect reliability is reduced due to the evolution of thermal induced mechanical stress in addition to the intrinsic stress of the material. Thus, the vacancy distribution increases and therefore, electromigration has become a serious design issue
especially for long interconnect lines.
Experimental results indicate that Joule heating has
a strong impact on the magnitude of the maximum allowed temperature of the global lines, despite negligible
changes in the chip power density [1]. High temperature gradients in interconnect structures are known as
a signiﬁcant electromigration promoting factor [2]. Additionally, the thermal volume expansion mismatch between the metal and the passivation layers causes mechanical stress which is an important reason for raising
electromigration failures [3], [4].
The conﬁnement of the metal lines by its barrier and
passivation layers is essential in controlling the characteristics of the thermal stresses and their relaxation
behavior. With decreasing line dimensions the conﬁnement eﬀect is enhanced and the stress level increases
signiﬁcantly which causes a higher vacancy distribution
and increases the probability of void formations [5], [6].
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div (γT grad T ) = cp ρm

∂T
− ρ,
∂t

(1)

ρ = γE  grad ϕ2 ,

(2)

div (γE grad ϕ) = 0.

(3)

For the conductivities of the diﬀerent materials a second order polygonal model is used [8]:
γ(T ) =

γ0
.
1 + α(T − T0 ) + β(T − T0 )2

(4)

The structure of this formula is used for both the electrical conductivity γE (T ) and the thermal conductivity
γT (T ) correspondingly, where γ0 is the conductivity at
the reference temperature T0 = 300K, α denotes the
ﬁrst order temperature coeﬃcient, and β the second order coeﬃcient.
The temperature-dependence of the heat capacitance
cp (τ ) is modeled with the Shomate equation [9]:
cp (τ ) = A + Bτ + Cτ 2 + Dτ 3 +

E
τ2

(5)

where τ = T /1000K represents the normalized temperature.
As a solution from the transient electro-thermal simulation we obtain the temperature distribution in the
interconnect lines, in the barrier layers, and in the passivation layers. This resulting temperature distribution
is used to set up the thermo-mechanical problem.
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Figure 1: Typical interconnect structure consisting of
several layers.

Figure 2: Temperature distribution [K] in the barrier
and passivation layers.
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distribution in the SiO2 and Si3 N4 layers, which is depicted in Figure 2. Based on that result and the thermomechanical equations from (6)-(8) we can determine the
stress distribution as shown in Figure 3.

THERMO-MECHANICAL MODEL

The temperature-dependent mechanical model describes the local volume expansion due to the increase of
the local temperature. Since the diﬀerent local element
expansions result in a local stress distribution due to the
conﬁnement by the barrier and passivation layers.
The equations for the stress development due to the
thermal expansion are
σij (T ) = Bα(T − T0 )δij + λεkk δij + 2µεij ,
εij =

(6)

1  ∂ui
∂uj 
,
+
2 ∂xj
∂xi

(7)

grad σ̃ = 0.

(8)

where B denotes the bulk modulus, α the thermal volume expansion coeﬃcient, µ and λ the Lame constants,
εij the components of the strain tensor ε̃, u the local
displacement vector, x the position, and σ̃ the stress
tensor.
The equation system consisting of the equations (1)(3) for the electro-thermal model together with the equations (6)-(8) for the thermo-mechanical model describes
the time-dependent evolution of the temperature and
the corresponding hydrostatic stress distribution in the
interconnect structures [10].
For the multi-layered interconnect structure shown
in Figure 1 the electro-thermal equation system (1)-(3)
is solved numerically and we obtain the temperature

4

SIMULATION RESULTS

The electro-thermal simulation has been performed
with the three-dimensional interconnect simulator Stap
from Sap [11], [12] (Smart Analysis Programs) in the
transient electro-thermal mode. The simulation step
afterwards for the local stress analysis has been performed with the stress calculation module of the threedimensional Fedos (Finite Element Diﬀusion and Oxidation Simulator). We investigated the interconnect
structure shown in Figure 1 in which the copper interconnect lines are embedded in SiO2 and Si3 N4 passivation layers. The lower and the upper interconnect lines
are connected with vias. These vias consists also of copper and the corresponding barrier and passivation layers. On the bottom is a silicon substrate at a constant
temperature of 350 K, which is used as a heat sink [13].
Between the lower layer and the upper layer interconnect
lines we have a voltage applied which is switched on at
the beginning of the simulation time (t = 0). We obtain
the temperature distribution of the complete structure
by a transient simulation which is mainly determined
by self-heating of the interconnect lines. Therefore, the
temperature change in the copper lines is negligible and
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Figure 3: Pressure distribution [Pa] in the copper interconnect lines, the barrier layers, and the vias.

the set of the heated lines can be assumed to be a distributed single heat source due to the high thermal conductivity of the copper interconnect lines in comparison
to the surrounding materials. The temperature gradient in the barrier layer between the copper regions in the
via is almost negligible. However, for further investigations, especially for the stress analysis, it is necessary to
provide this information.
The structure has been separated into two parts for
an accurate visual investigation. The material compound is split into two major parts: the interconnect
part with the stress distribution as shown in Figure 3
and a part with the dielectric materials with the temperature distribution as shown in Figure 2. Thus, those
parts which show a critical stress level can be easily indentiﬁed and extracted for more accurate investigations
and optimization purposes.
The main design issue for the part with the interconnect line is the thermal stress distribution due the internal temperature gradient and the corresponding volume
mismatch between the lines and their passivation and
barrier layers. For the dielectric materials the main issue is the local temperature indicating the most heated
regions which can cause dielectric breakdown.
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For investigation on the critical parts like vias and
edges as shown in Figure 4 there can be seen a typical
current path, where the stress shows a maximum.
In Figure 4 the current ﬂows from the lighted right
upper region to the bottom perpendicular from the drawing layer in direction to the viewer.
Between these two regions there are areas of relatively low stress, which correlate directly with the local
current density distribution in the via.
Together with the potential distribution and the corresponding current density distribution we have the complete input parameter set for electromigration analysis
available.

5

CONCLUSION

We coupled fully three-dimensional transient electrothermal simulations with fully three-dimensional thermomechanical stress simulations, which allows us to provide appropriate input data for electromigration analysis in three dimensions. The results in Figure 3 and 4
show that the peak value of the pressure is generated at
the bottom of the copper interconnect vias, which highlights these areas as the ones with the highest risk of
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Figure 4: Pressure distribution [Pa] in the most stressed
via.
electromigration. In addition, these results give information about the locally stressed regions in the dielectric materials, which can be used for further reliability
investigations on the life time of these materials.
The results of this work show the signiﬁcance of accurate simulation in the coupled electro-thermal regime
as well as in the thermo-mechanical regime which is necessary to get reasonable results for the time-dependent
evolution of the local stress.
Both type of regions, the vias and the edges of the
interconnect are highly stressed due to the intrinsic temperature increase during operation, because the barrier
and the passivation have a smaller volume expansion
coeﬃcient than copper and these materials can not be
instantaneously brought to a certain temperature.
With these results we are able to obtain the necessary
input data not only for the intrinsic stress but also for
the exogenously induced stress which causes a higher
vacancy distribution and therefore a higher probability
for void formation.
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